**Company Profile**

**Company Introduction:**

Located in the Emirate of Sharjah (U.A.E.) HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. is one of the leading suppliers of Building-Material, Hardware, Electrical, Sanitary and Electronic accessories. Established in 1978, HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. emerged out of the vision of the United Arab Emirates growing to become a vital business and tourist center of the Middle East. Primarily aimed at catering to the strong building material market, HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. acquired the highly responsible role of distributor to some leading building material brands of the world. Though widely recognized as a distributor and retailer of well known global building material brands, HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. is also acclaimed as a dependable provider of professional and commercial building material products and services. In many respects the growth and accomplishments of HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. seems parallel to the growth of the United Arab Emirates. By continually improving and setting new standards in the quality of its services and support, HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. has been successfully meeting customer expectations in an environment that is rapidly changing. From its onset, it has supplied its quality products to more than 8000 projects in construction, commercial and industrial sectors in U.A.E. and abroad. HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. is a growing organization since it started its operations 33 years ago; it has achieved a phenomenal growth of more than 300 times. In pursuit of its growth strategies, it has been investing heavily on diversification of operations and promotional plans.

HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. imports many high quality products and distributes them within U.A.E. as well as many other countries in the Middle East and Africa. Our highly qualified and trained staff is ready to serve and support you at any location within the U.A.E.

We are also the authorized distributor and representatives of many reputed brand like Phillips Lighting, Dewalt Power Tools, Indoasain Switchgear, Sharjah Cable, LG Electricals, Taparia Hand Tools, etc.

By establishing business with us, you can be sure of receiving high quality products, material delivery, logistic support, field demonstrations and training, as well as full technical advice.

HANIFA ENGINEERING EST. is part of HANEEFA GROUP OF COMPANIES. The HANEEFA GROUP operates a number of other business ventures like switchgear, fabrication, scaffoldings, electrical, container latching equipment, electronics, construction, real estate etc. Listed below is a brief introduction of some of the companies under the banner of HANEEFA GROUP.

**MSC Marine & Oil-Field Supplies (Dubai, U.A.E.):**

- We are also supplying Marine and Oil-Field related items to various shipping companies and oil-fields, among the items supplied are all types of valves such as gate valves, check valves, ball valves, reducer valves, etc. All such items are supplied as per specification and with test certificates. Other items include pipes, tubes, bolts, screws, hand tools, cutting tools, power tools, cables, panels etc.

**Indus Plastic Industries (Ajman, U.A.E.):**

- Manufacturers of all types of PVC Pipes i.e. PVC Conduit pipes, UPVC Pipes, SCH 40 Pipes, etc
- Bends, Couplings and all other accessories are also available.

**Mercantile Shipping Corporation (Mumbai, India):**

- Manufacturing of container locks and latching equipment.
Vimaco Construction Pvt. Ltd. (Nagpur, India):-

- Construction of commercial and residential buildings (licensed up to 10 floors)

Vimaco Real Estate Pvt. Ltd. (Nagpur, India):-

- Leasing rental and sale of commercial and residential structures within the state of Maharashtra, India.

Beluga Plastic Industries (Nagpur, India):-

- Manufacturing of nylon ropes and threads.

ERA Rubber Industries Pvt. Ltd. (Mumbai, India):-

- Manufacturing of all types of rubber products and accessories.

Paris Electro Mechanical Contracting (Sharjah, U.A.E.):-

- Fully equipped switchgear industry permitted to manufacture LV panels up to 6000A

Al Amin Book Shop (Sharjah, U.A.E.):-

- Retail and wholesale of all types of office equipment and stationary.

Hanifa Engineering And Turning Est. (Sharjah, U.A.E.):-

- We undertake all types of fabrication work in Mild Steel, Stainless Steel and Aluminum.
- Cutting and bending of sheets and pipes.
- Fabrication of hand rails, mezzanines, tables, canopies, flanges etc as per customer requirement.
- Manufacturing and trading of scaffolding material.

Haneefa Trading Est. (Sharjah, U.A.E.):-

- A general trading company dealing in retail and wholesale of electrical appliances and electronics
- Registered owner of “Swiss Time” brand of wrist watches

Some Of The Projects Completed Successfully Are:-

- **Sharjah Municipality**: 1980 for fountain fixation, Jazeera-Park lighting, electrical and plumbing works supply and installation.

- **Sharjah Airport Authority**: 1982 installation of Runway lights, transformer erections and building electrification jobs under the supervision of Albert Abella.

- **Consolidated Construction Company (CCC)**: Projects in Qatar, Muscat, South-Africa and UAE. The projects in the UAE include jobs for Dubai-Drainage, Dubai-Airport and Hamriya.

- **Sabah Phones**: Electrical installation, telecommunication, networking and fire-alarm systems in Yemen. We have also undertaken the mobile shelter works for antennas.

- **EPPCO**: Termination and connection of LV cables to carwashes, waiting rooms, etc all over the country.

- **MPCC**: Projects undertaken at Abu-Dhabi and Iran, since 2001-2005.
Current Projects In Hand:-

- **Consolidated Construction Company (CCC)**- At Dubai-Airport electrical works and plumbing installation.
- **Consolidated Construction Company (CCC)**- At Muscat, Oman electrification and fire alarm systems supply and installation.
- **ASCS**- At the Dhafra air base in Abu-Dhabi U.A.E structuring and electrification of hangers.
- **Sharjah Airport Authority**- Supply of hardware, Electrical and safety equipment.
- **Ohio General Contracting**- At the Dhafra air base in Abu-Dhabi U.A.E assembly and electrification of port cabins.
- **MPCC**- At Badiya site-electrification, fire alarm system installation and computer communication setup.
- **Sabah Phones**- Supply of all electrical accessories.
- **ASCS**- At the Dhafra air base in Abu-Dhabi U.A.E maintenance, electrification and networking materials supply and installed.

In conclusion **HANIFA ENGINEERING EST.** has always associated itself with top class products and manufacturers, for we believe that quality always begets quality. Over and above everything, the customer’s aspirations and expectations are given absolute importance. This Attention to detail and customer satisfaction has no doubt cemented the enviable reputation **HANIFA ENGINEERING EST.** enjoys in the market today.